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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a general purpose, simple and fast fusion algorithm based on
guided image filter. The proposedmethod canwell combine useful source image infor-
mation into the fused image supported by multi-scale image decomposition, structure
transferring property, visual saliency detection, and weight map construction. Multi-
scale image decomposition is appropriate to represent and manipulate image features
at various scales. Structure transferring property enabled by our algorithm can induce
structures of one source image into the other. A new visual saliency detection based
on guided image filter introduced in this paper is able to extract significant regions
from visually different images of the same scene. The choice of weight maps helped
to integrate the complementary information pixel by pixel at each scale. Experimental
outcomes of the proposed method are compared and analyzed with traditional and
recent guided image filter-based fusion algorithms in terms of visual quality, fusion
metrics and run time. In addition, to enhance fusion results further we made an effort
to find a suitable image and video enhancement algorithm. The fusion performance
analysis clearly indicates that the proposed method is very promising along with less
run time.

Keywords Edge preserving · Guided image filter · Image fusion · Multi-scale image
decomposition · Structure transferring · Visual saliency

1 Introduction

Data fusion [1, 11, 30, 42], especially image fusion [1], has attracted the attention of
researchers over the past few decades because of its wide variety of applications. In
computer vision, image acquisition in various visual conditions [7, 9, 21] or spectral
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ranges [1, 3, 35] of the same scene is quite common for accurate scene identifica-
tion and representation. These individual captured images may provide redundant and
complementary information. The information of these images should be combined
into a single image by eliminating the redundant information for better scene under-
standing. For example, a visible camera [7] cannot focus more than one objects of
a scene simultaneously due to the depth of field limitations. Specific objects in the
scene need to be focused and captured one after the another. These captured images
may provide unique information in a region whereas redundant information in another
region. It is difficult to get the whole picture of a scene from these individual images.
Hence, a single image which can provide all focused regions needs to be generated
out of these.

Considering another scenario [1, 35] of capturing images during the night or under
the poor light conditions, visible sensors can capture images well under better lighting
conditions. But, in surveillance applications likemilitary and navigation, surroundings
need to bemonitored day and night. Here, infrared or thermal cameras come for rescue
by providing information about the scene in low visibility as a thermal map/infrared
image based on temperature variations. However, either visible (VI) or infrared (IR)
images alone are not sufficient to provide all the information about the scene. There-
fore, the required details of the scene from both the images need to be integrated into
a single image.

The process of combining or merging information of source images into a single
image for better scene prediction and understanding is referred to as image fusion [1,
3, 7, 9, 21, 35]. Robotics, autonomous vehicles, visual inspection in industrial plants,
visual surveillance, ambient intelligence, person re-identification, digital photography,
medical imaging, remote sensing and biometric, etc., are various application areas of
image fusion [7]. It can be performed at pixel, feature and decision levels. In this paper,
we present a simple yet efficient pixel level fusion algorithm based on guided image
filter or guided filter (GF).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the back-
ground and state-of-the-art of image fusion algorithms based on GF. Section 3 briefs
the preliminaries. Section 4 presents the proposed method. Experiments and analysis
of results are discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Background on Image Fusion

Information of source images need to be associated into a single image due to four
major aspects: fusion gain, fusion loss, fusion artifacts and run time. The amount
of information transferred from source images into the fused image is referred to as
fusion gain. Fusion loss is a measure of information loss during the fusion process.
Visual information which is not relevant to that of source images introduced into the
fused image is termed as fusion artifact. Run time is the amount of time required for
executing the fusion algorithm.

An efficient image fusion algorithm has to transfer information from source images
by maximizing the fusion gain and at the same time minimizing the fusion loss, fusion
artifacts and run time. By considering these requirements, numerous fusion algorithms
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were proposed. Since our interest is on image fusion based on GF, the background
details of these algorithms are well presented here below.

Initially, Li et al. [24] proposed a fusion algorithm based on GFwhich we refer to as
guided filter fusion (GFF) in this paper. InGFFmethod, source images are decomposed
into base and detail layers based on an average filter. Then, saliency maps and corre-
sponding initial weight maps are calculated using Laplacian and Gaussian operators.
Next, initial weight maps are refined using GF to get final weight maps corresponding
to each base and detail layers. Finally, base and detail layers are combined with these
weights. This approach exhibited superior performance over the existing multi-scale
decomposition-based fusion methods for many image fusion applications. However,
it has some limitations which are addressed by various new fusion algorithms.

Gan et al. [12] mentioned two main problems with GFF. Firstly, saliency maps
generated by the Laplacian operator in GFF do not preserve all the image features.
In addition, GFF did not exploit the advantages of multi-scale decomposition. To
address these, they proposed a fusion algorithm [12] based on weighted least squares
filter, phase congruency, and GF. This method is similar to the GFF framework except
for some differences. The average filter is replaced by weighted least squares filter in
multi-scale decomposition mode while Laplacian and Gaussian operators are replaced
with phase congruency. Qualitative and quantitative results are compared with GFF
and other methods, but no run time comparison is performed. In addition, this method
is tested on visible and infrared image datasets only.

Jameel et al. [17–19] proposed a series of image fusion algorithms based on GF.
In [17], they developed an image fusion algorithm for medical images based on linear
minimum square error estimator and modified weight map strategy to address various
limitations of GFF. For instance, the Gaussian filter in GFF cannot remove Rician
noise. Binary assignment in GFF may discard the effect of one value when both
weights are equal. In [18], another algorithm for multi-focus images is proposed using
the shift-invariant wavelet transform (SIWT) and GF for eliminating the noise effects.
Here, instead of using an average filter in GFF, SIWT is considered for multi-scale
decomposition, whereas remaining steps are similar to GFF. In [19], an alternative
algorithm is developed for multi-focus images using the weight maps based on focus
information.

Javed et al. [20] proposed a new method for MRI and CT image fusion by exploit-
ing the fractal dimension and GF. The methodology adopted in these papers is similar
to that of the GFF framework, by modifying some components for improved perfor-
mance. In [33], Singh et al. proposed an image fusion algorithm based on GF and
pyramid decomposition. This method follows an approach entirely different from the
state-of-the-art fusion algorithms at that time. Here, only the multi-exposure image
fusion problem is addressed. Pritika et al. [31] proposed an image fusion method for
medical images using multi-scale guided image decomposition with layer dependent
fusion rules. Zhou et al. [44] developed an image fusion method based on multi-scale
guided image decomposition to fuse infrared and visible images. It is computationally
expensive compared to that of the GFF approach.

Shuaiqi et al. [26] proposed two image fusion algorithms based on GF. The first one
is the guided image fusion method performed in complex shearlet transform (CST)
domain. This method may exhibit high computational complexity because it requires
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a combination of various filters or algorithms. Added to this, no run time analysis is
presented. Another fusion algorithm [36] is based on rolling guided image filter (RGF)
and spiking cortical model (SCM) for medical images. This method also did not take
run time calculation into the consideration.

Toet et al. [38] used RGF-based image decomposition and weights calculation
using frequency tuned saliency maps for fusion. Another method along the same lines
is presented in [37]. In both of these methods, experimental results are limited to
infrared and visible image datasets; no comparison with GFF is presented and also no
attention is paid to run time analysis.

Bavirisetti et al. [4] proposed a fusion method (GFS) based on GF and image
statistics. This method is designed to apply on both single andmulti-sensor images [4].
Even though results of GFS are reasonable, run time is very high since the fusion rule
employed in this algorithm depends on the statistical properties of the neighborhood.

Except for GFF and GFS, other methods are application dependent. All the fusion
methods based onGF depend on other tools and techniques for saliencymap extraction
or weight map construction process. Majority of them are computationally expensive
and runtime comparison not given due priority. In addition, none of them are tested
on video datasets.

By observing the drawbacks of existing image fusion methods based on GF, moti-
vated by the advantages of multi-scale guided image decomposition and weight map
construction based on self-saliency extraction process, we introduce a simple but
computationally efficient fusion algorithm termed as multi-scale guided filtered-based
fusion (MGF). The proposed MGF, inspired from [4], can well combine useful source
image information into the fused image by exploiting the advantages of multi-scale
image decomposition and structure transferring property of the GF, thereby develop-
ing a new visual saliency extraction and weight map construction process. Multi-scale
image decomposition is appropriate to represent and manipulate image features at
various scales. Structure transferring property of the GF enabling by our algorithm
can transfer structures of one source image into the other. Visual saliency detection
(VSD) process based on detail layer information with multi-scale GF developed in our
algorithm can identify significant source image information. Weight map construc-
tion process based on visual saliency can integrate complementary information pixel
by pixel. Hence, the proposed method is able to transfer pixel-wise complementary
source image information into the fused image at each scale.

The contributions of this work are:

A. A new VSD algorithm based on GF is proposed for extracting the saliency infor-
mation from visually different images.

B. A general-purpose image fusion algorithm based on GF is developed to address
various applications of image fusion.

C. A single multi-scale GF is sufficient for extracting visual saliency as well as
to perform image fusion. Hence, a drastic reduction in the complexity of the
algorithm is achieved.However, existingGF-based fusion approaches use separate
tools or techniques for feature extraction (edge and saliency information) and
fusion.
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D. Extensive simulations are carried out on 50 image datasets as well as on static
and dynamic video datasets.

E. Suitable image and video enhancement algorithm to further enhance the visual
content of the fusion results is also presented.

3 Preliminaries

This section covers an overview of GF and multi-scale guided image decomposition.

3.1 An Overview of GF

GF performs smoothing by considering statistical properties of the neighborhood of a
pixel into the consideration. It computes output like a linear time-invariant (LTI) filter.
However, it uses another image for the guidance purpose. This additional image can
be the input or its translated version. One can also choose a completely different image
for this purpose. Like other edge-preserving filters, GF can also preserve edge infor-
mation during the decomposition process which helps in avoiding ringing artifacts.
This property makes GF useful in various applications like colorization, up-sampling
and image matting. Besides edge-preserving property, GF also has another property
called structure transferring property. If the guidance image is same as the input,
then edge-preserving smoothing will be performed, whereas the structural behavior
remains the same. On the other hand, when the guidance image differs from the input,
the smoothing process is regulated by the guidance image structures. As depicted in
Fig. 1a (left side), if both the input and guidance are Gaussian signals, then resultant
signal also looks like Gaussian. Conversely, in Fig. 1a (right side), if the guidance
signal (sinc function) differs from the input (Gaussian), then structures of the guid-
ance signal controls or guides the smoothing process of the input signal. From this
figure, we can clearly notice that side lobes of the sinc function are transferred to the
Gaussian. The same process can also be observed in Fig. 1b using step and sinusoidal
signals. From this illustration, it can be concluded that when we apply GF on images,
edge structures can be transferred.

Multi-scale decomposition enables representation of edge information at various
resolutions. Simultaneously operating GF can help in transferring edge structures
at various scales. The primary requirement of a fusion algorithm is to transfer the
information of one image into the other. From the above discussion, multi-scale GF
operating in structure transferring mode can support this at various resolutions thereby
improving the performance.
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Let I and G represent input and guidance images, respectively. For a neighborhood
size r and regulation parameter ε, the guided image filtering is given by IG � GF(I,
G, r, ε). The parameters r and ε control the edge-preserving process. The algorithm
to compute guided image filtering is depicted in Algorithm 1. For more details of GF,
one can refer [15]. Now, we move onto the multi-scale guided image decomposition
process.

3.2 Multi-scale Guided Image Decomposition and Reconstruction

Using GF, multi-scale decomposition can be performed. In the same way, we can also
reconstruct the image without loss of information as shown in Fig. 2. Suppose bn−1

Gn−1 are base layer and guidance images at (n− 1)th level and rn, εn are neighborhood
size and regulation parameter at nth level, then base layer bn can be calculated by
performing guided image filtering on bn−1 by considering Gn−1 as guidance image.
Detail images dn can be calculated by taking the difference of previous base layers
bn−1 and current base layers bn. These expressions are given by:

bn � GF
(
bn−1,Gn−1, rn, εn

)

dn � bn−1 − bn (1)

In (1), the input image is considered as a base layer at zeroth level (b0 � I) and param-
eters rn, εn at each level will be considered according to the application requirement.
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Fig. 1 Demonstration of structure transferring property. a Example 1: guided filtering with same Gaussian
signal as input and guide (left), Guided filtering with input as Gaussian and guide as sinc function (right);
b Example 2: guided filtering with same step signal as input and guide (left), guided filtering with input as
step and guide as sinusoidal function (right)

Fig. 2 Multi-scale guided image decomposition of image I
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The input image I can be reconstructed from the decomposed base and detail layers
as:

I �
n∑

k�1

dk + bn (2)

This multi-scale decomposition process is also briefed in Algorithm 2.

4 ProposedMethod

The important steps involved in the proposed MGF method (Fig. 3) are summarized
as:

A. Multi-scale decomposition of source images with the help of GF.
B. Generating saliency maps.
C. Computing weight maps corresponding to detail layers.
D. Combining the detail layers using weight maps.
E. Generating the final fused image.

A detailed discussion of each stage is presented in the following subsections. In
addition, an example of a bottle dataset illustrating the outputs of each stage of the
algorithm is presented in Fig. 4 for better understanding. Four levels are considered
for image decomposition. Resultant images at various important stages of MGF are
displayed in five steps as shown in Fig. 4.

They are source images, base layers, saliencymaps, weight maps, and image recon-
struction process. MGF method is also briefed in Algorithm 3.
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Fig. 3 Multi-scale guided image fusion (MGF)

4.1 Multi-scale Guided Image Decomposition

Let us consider pixel-wise co-registered source images I1(x, y) and I2(x, y) of the same
size. We performed multi-scale decomposition of I1 and I2 using GF for obtaining
base layers B1

1 , B
1
2 and detail layers D1

1, D
1
2 as follows:

B1
1 � GF

(
I1, I2, r

1, ε1
)
and B1

2 � GF
(
I2, I1, r

1, ε1
)

D1
1 � I1 − B1

1 and D1
2 � I2 − B1

2 (3)

It can be observed that for filtering I1, I2 is used as a guidance image. Hence, structural
information of I2 is used to smooth I1.
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Fig. 4 Top to bottom visual display of results of various steps involved in the proposed method with an
example of a battle field dataset
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Similar operation can be observed on I2 by taking I1 as guidance image. The
consecutive base layers are generated as:

Bk
1 � GF

(
Bk−1
1 , Bk−1

2 , rk, εk
)

Bk
2 � GF

(
Bk−1
2 , Bk−1

1 , rk, εk
)
, k � 1, . . . , n (4)

where Bk
1 , B

k
2 are base layers of two source images at k level which depend on their

previous level base layers Bk−1
1 , Bk−1

2 , respectively. It can be noted that B0
1 , B

0
2 repre-

sent two source images I1 and I2. The resultant base layers are displayed in step 2 of
Fig. 4. Here, first and second rows demonstrate the base layers Bk

1 and B
k
2 , respectively.
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Detail layers Dk
1, D

k
2 represent the difference between previous and current level

base layers:

Dk
1 � Bk−1

1 − Bk
1 ,

Dk
2 � Bk−1

2 − Bk
2 . (5)

These detail layers provide visually significant source image informationwhich further
useful for extracting visual saliency and weight map construction.

4.2 Visual Saliency Detection (VSD)

The process of extracting visually significant regions of a scene is referred to as VSD.
This process attempts to mimic the human visual attention on particular objects of
a scene. Itti et al. [16] developed the first VSD based on pyramid representation.
Multi-scale representation of intensity, color, orientation channels is derived from
the Gaussian pyramid. Saliency map is generated by combining these channels pixel
by pixel after the pyramid reconstruction. This field is well explored because of the
wide variety of applications using various tools and techniques. Our focus is only
on multi-scale decomposition-based VSD techniques [16, 25, 27, 29]. A multi-scale
decomposition-basedVSD is proposed byMaet al. usingwavelets [27]. In thismethod:
firstly, decomposed an image into wavelet coefficients for four levels. Secondly, deter-
mined the magnitude of wavelet coefficients to find salient regions. Later, calculated
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saliencymaps by averaging these coefficients in horizontal, vertical and diagonal direc-
tions. Then, the maximum of wavelet coefficients at various color spaces is computed.
Finally, visual saliency is computed as the linear combination of these maximum
saliencies at different levels.

Inspired by [16, 27], we propose a new multi-scale VSD process for the purpose of
image fusion. This algorithm finds visual saliency of the entire scene from two visually
different images. The steps are illustrated in Algorithm 4 and briefed as follows:

1. Decompose source images into base layers (Bk
1 , B

k
2 ) and detail layers (Dk

1, D
k
2)

using (4) and (5).
2. Compute visual saliencies Sk1 and Sk2 by taking the magnitude of detail layers Dk

1
and Dk

2 as: Sk1 � ∣∣Dk
1

∣∣ and Sk2 � ∣∣Dk
2

∣∣.
3. Find visual saliencies S1 and S2 corresponding to source images by averaging Sk1

and Sk2 i.e., S1 � 1
k

n∑
k�1

Sk1 , S2 � 1
k

n∑
k�1

Sk2

4. Determine the final visual saliency of the entire scene as the maximum of S1 and
S2 evaluated pixel-wise:S � max(S1, S2).

As displayed in step 3 of Fig. 4, the proposed VSD is identifying the visual saliency
of each source image at various scales. In addition, it can represent the visual saliencyof
the entire scene from two different source images. Visual saliencies of bottle, leopard,
aircraft, clock and mug fusion datasets are displayed in Fig. 5. For example, consider
the bottle dataset as in the first row of Fig. 5. From source image 1 (Fig. 5a) and
its corresponding visual saliency (Fig. 5b), it can be observed that all the visually
important information (such as foreground bottle) is identified properly. Similarly,
from source image 2 as well, the proposed VSD is identifying the visually prominent
background information (such as bottle and other objects). Final visual saliency (S)
is obtained by combining these individual saliencies (foreground and background
information). It is displayed in Fig. 5f. We can make similar observations for the
leopard, aircraft, clock and mug datasets. It can be noted that the proposed VSD can
extract visual saliency of the entire scene from two different images by combining
their individual saliencies. MGF fused image (all-in-one focused image) is shown in
Fig. 5e for reference to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm. From the final visual
saliency and fused image, one can conclude that our VSD is extracting the significant
information of the visual scene from two different images.

Note that, saliency maps S1, S2, S are not used in the proposed MGF method.
Because our aim in the fusion process is to combine detail images at each scale using
the weight maps developed from the saliency information at that particular scale. So,
as shown in Fig. 4 and Algorithm 3, we utilized local saliency maps Sk1 , S

k
2 to combine

detail image information at every kth level. These saliencies are extracting the signif-
icant information at each scale. However, as demonstrated in Fig. 5 and Algorithm 4,
one can extract the saliency map of the whole scene from visually different images
using the proposed VSD algorithm. Further, this scale specific saliency information is
useful in building weight maps for the fusion purpose.
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Fig. 5 Visual saliencies of various fusiondatasets (bottle, leopard, aircraft, clock andmug) using the proposed
VSDmethod: a Source image 1; bVisual saliency of (a); c Source image 2; dVisual saliency of (c); e Fused
image generated by the proposed MGF method; f Final visual saliency S

4.3 Weight Map Calculation

Existing GF-based fusion methods make use of separate image feature extraction
techniques such as saliency map and edge detection methods for the purpose of weight
mapgeneration.Unlike these,we are proposing a newweightmap construction process
by developing saliency maps directly from the detail layers. Owing to this approach,
there is a drastic reduction in the computational complexity of the algorithm.

Weight maps are designed by normalizing the saliency maps as follows:

Wk
1 � Sk1∑2

i�1 S
k
i

, ∀k � 1, 2, . . . , n.

Wk
2 � Sk2∑2

i�1 S
k
i

, ∀k � 1, 2, . . . , n. (6)

where k denotes the scale. It can be noted that we are calculating weights for each
scale.
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This complementary weight map construction process based on saliency informa-
tion can automatically integrate detail layer information at each and every pixel as
shown in step 4 of Fig. 4.

4.4 Detail Layer Fusion

The detail layers are integrated at each scale k with the help of weight maps Wk
1 and

Wk
2 using a linear combination:

Dk
F � Wk

1 D
k
1 +Wk

2 D
k
2 . (7)

Final detail layer DF shown in step 5 of Fig. 4 is obtained by combining fused detail
layers obtained at each scale:

DF �
n∑

k�1

Dk
F . (8)

This fused detail imageDF provides most of the visual information of the fused image.

4.5 Base layer Fusion

The fused base layer BF is generated by taking the average of base layers at the final
scale n as:

BF � 1

2

(
Bn
1 + Bn

2

)
. (9)

As shown in step 5 of Fig. 4, BF provides the contrast of the fused image.

4.6 Fused Image Reconstruction

Fused image is obtained by combining the base layer BF and the detail layer DF .

F � BF + DF . (10)

As shown in Fig. 4, the fused image contains both contrast (from BF) and visual
information (fromDF) of the scene in a single image. Alongwith grayscale images, the
proposedMGFalgorithm is also applied on color images by implementing individually
on red, green and blue color channels. Finally, all these channels are concatenated to
get the fused color image. More details on color image fusion are available in [5].
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5 Experiments and Results

To validate the proposed algorithm, we performed extensive simulations on images
and videos. First, we discussed the experimental setup used for this. Then, based on
the outcomes, we presented an analysis of visual quality, fusion metrics and run time.
Finally, we made an effort to enhance fused images and videos further for better visual
quality. We did not include this contrast enhancement concept in the proposed MGF
to provide a fair comparison with other fusion methods.

5.1 Experiments

Experiments are carried out in MATLAB (2016b) environment using an Intel Core
i7-6700HQ CPU with 2.60 GHz clock speed.

5.1.1 Image and Video Resources

Experiments are conducted on 50 images and 3 video datasets as shown in Fig. 6.
Image datasets are divided into five classes based on application. They are multi-
exposure (8 datasets), medical imaging (8 datasets), remote sensing (10 datasets),
multi-focus (11 datasets) and visual surveillance (13 VI-IR datasets).

These datasets are collected from various web resources and are made available
at personal website.1 Two video datasets considered for these experiments are taken
from the well-known TNO Image fusion dataset.2 Another dataset is adopted from
Sarnoff Corporation [41].

5.1.2 Fusion Metrics

Fusion results have to be validated to demonstrate the effectiveness of any fusion
method. It can be done in terms of visual quality and fusion metrics. In any image
processing scenario, the best way to justify the quality of the resultant image is by
means of visual inspection. Quantitative analysis will be considered to further support
the validation process. However, for quantitative analysis, there is no gold standard
for choosing the right fusion metrics in the field of image fusion. In this paper, we
consider both traditional and recent fusion metrics: average gradient (AG) [34], fusion
symmetry (FS) [34], correlation coefficient (CC) [34], spatial frequency (SF) [34],
universal quality index (Q0) [43] and visual information fidelity (VIF) [14] for this
purpose. AG measures sharpness and clarity of the fused image. FS quantifies the
symmetry of the fused image with respect to the source images. CC finds the similarity
of the fused image with that of the source images. SF is used to measure the overall
activity level of regions in the fused image. Q0 quantifies the distortion present in an
image as a product of three distortions called correlation, luminance, and contrast. VIF
measures the trade-off between information present in input images and to the source
image information that can be extracted from the fused image. For better performance,

1 https://sites.google.com/view/durgaprasadbavirisetti/datasets.
2 https://figshare.com/articles/TNO_Image_Fusion_Dataset/1008029.

https://sites.google.com/view/durgaprasadbavirisetti/datasets
https://figshare.com/articles/TNO_Image_Fusion_Dataset/1008029
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Fig. 6 Image and video datasets used for experiments. aMulti-exposure (8 datasets); bMedical (8 datasets);
c Remote sensing (10 datasets); d Multi-focus (11 datasets); e VI-IR (13 datasets); f , g VI and IR image
frames of Video dataset 1; h, i VI and IR image frames of Video dataset 2; j, k VI and IR image frames of
Video dataset 3

all of these metrics should have the highest values. For more technical details, one can
refer to [14, 34, 43].

5.1.3 Parameter Selection

In the proposed method, GF is utilized to separate base and detail layers. The perfor-
mance of MGF depends on free parameters: filter size r, smoothing parameter ε and
number decomposition levels k. Hence, these parameters have to be tuned appropri-
ately. By following the analysis in [2], these parameters are tuned to r� 9, ε� 103

and k� 4, respectively.

5.2 Analysis of Results

This section is mainly divided into two parts, i.e., image analysis and video analy-
sis. Image analysis is performed in terms of visual quality, quantitative analysis and
computational time. However, qualitative analysis is considered for video datasets. It
is sufficient to judge the performance of a fusion algorithm, after having quantitative
results conducted over 50 image datasets of different classes to avoid the repetition.
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Fig. 7 Qualitative analysis of fused images of various fusion algorithms for multi-exposure chair dataset.
a Underexposed image; b Over-exposed image; c GFF; d GFS; e MGF; f–j Zoom portion of (a–e) as
highlighted in red rectangular box (Color figure online)

Fig. 8 Qualitative analysis of fused images of various fusion algorithms for multi-focus flower dataset.
a Foreground focused image; b Background focused image; c GFF; d GFS, e MGF; f–j Zoom portion of
(a–e) as highlighted in red rectangular box (Color figure online)

5.2.1 Image Analysis

Initially, the discussion about qualitative results is presented. Following that, quanti-
tative analysis and computational time comparisons will be discussed.

i. Qualitative analysis

Experiments are performed on 50 image datasets. However, due to space constraint,
one dataset from each class is considered for the qualitative analysis. To explain the
visual quality of multi-exposure, multi-focus, medical imaging, remote sensing, and
visual surveillance applications, datasets, chair, flower, brain, remote sensing, house
shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 are considered.

In multi-exposure imaging, over and underexposed regions of a scene cannot be
captured at the same time. As shown in Fig. 7, images captured under different lighting
conditions (Fig. 7a, b) are considered. All properly exposed regions of these images
have to be integrated into a single image by the fusion process. Fused images resulting
from various algorithms: GFF, GFS and proposed MGF method, are displayed in
Fig. 7c–e. Zoom portions of Fig. 7a–e (highlighted in red color rectangular box) are
shown in Fig. 7f–j for better visual understanding. The GFF fused image (Fig. 7c)
looks green (biased toward green channel) which is different from the source images.
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Fig. 9 Qualitative analysis of fused images of various fusion algorithms for medical brain dataset. a CT
image; b MRI image; c GFF; d GFS; e MGF; f–j Zoom portion of (a–e) as highlighted in red rectangular
box (Color figure online)

Fig. 10 Qualitative analysis of fused images of various fusion algorithms for VI-IR house dataset. a IR
image; bVisible image; c GFF; dGFS; eMGF; f–j Zoom portion of (a–e) as highlighted in red rectangular
box (Color figure online)

As shown in zoom portion (Fig. 7h), the fused image is also not clear. We can observe
that wall and floor information is also looking in green color. Fused image (Fig. 7d, i)
of GFS is visually distorted. Severe visual artifacts can be seen throughout the image.
However, as shown in Fig. 7e, j, MGF is able to generate all properly exposed regions
in a single image without introducing visual artifacts and color distortions.

Now, we look at multi-focus fusion challenges. In digital photography, only one
object of a scene can be focused at a time. If we focus on one region, we may lose
information about the other regions. However, we need all the regions of the scene
to be focused. Therefore, individually focused images need to be combined into a
single image. Foreground, background focused images and corresponding zoomed
portions of the flower dataset are shown in Fig. 8a, b, f, g, respectively. Fused images
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Fig. 11 Qualitative analysis of fused images of various fusion algorithms for remote sensing dataset. a Source
image1;bSource image2; cGFF;dGFS; eMGF; f–jZoomportionof (a–e) as highlighted in red rectangular
box (Color figure online)

and respective zoomed portions of GFF, GFS and MGF algorithms are displayed in
Fig. 8c–e, h–j, respectively. It can be seen from these visual results that MGF yields
visually more focused regions with better contrast and edge information compared to
GFF and GFS. Now, we move to medical imaging [6] where complementary informa-
tion of a particular organ is captured using different modalities. As shown in Fig. 9a,
b, computed tomography (CT) is used to capture hard tissue information such as the
bone structure of a brain, whereas magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is used to cap-
ture soft tissue information such as flesh. However, a radiologist needs both MRI and
CT information together in an image for better diagnosis and treatment. Using image
fusion technology, information of different images can be integrated. Figure 9c–e,
h–j is fused images of GFF, GFS, and MGF respectively. As shown in figure, GFF
is unable to combine both soft and hard tissue information. As can be seen, GFS is
introducing some artifacts into the fused image. In contrast, MGF method is able to
integrate both MRI and CT information in a single image with more details and fewer
artifacts. Further, we can say that the proposed method is providing more information
about both the soft tissue and hard tissues in the fused image compared to that of the
remaining methods.

In remote sensing,multi-spectral imaging is used to capture different aerial informa-
tion (Fig. 10a, b, f, g). Fusion process should combine all complementary information
of multi-spectral images into a single image. Figure 10c–e, h–j is fused images and
corresponding zoomed images ofGFF,GFS, andMGF, respectively. It can be observed
that the GFF fused image is not visually good and the result of GFS algorithm is visu-
ally distorted, whereas the proposed method’s result contains all the complementary
details of both multi-spectral images in the fused image.

In visual surveillance, target scene needs to be monitored all the time. Visual cam-
eras can capture images only under proper lighting conditions. In low visibility or
during the night, IR or near IR are used to capture images based on temperature vari-
ations present in the scene. However, neither VI nor IR can provide the entire scene
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information. To detect and locate a particular activity or substance, complementary
information in the images has to be combined. Figure 11a, b, f, g illustrates VI and IR
images alongwith the zoomed portions of a house dataset. Figure 11c–e, h–j shows the
fused images and corresponding zoomed portions of GFF, GFS and MGF methods,
respectively. It can be noted that GFS fusion the result is severely distorted. Visual
artifacts can be clearly observed around the edges. The visual contrast of the GFF
fused image is very low. Many details are looking blur in the fused image. From the
fused image and zoomed portions of the proposed method, one can observe that tex-
ture, edge and source image color information of MGF are well preserved and clearer
when compared to other methods.

ii. Quantitative analysis

The main aim of the quantitative inspection is to check whether all the necessary
information of source images is transferred into the fused image with fewer fusion
artifacts. For a better assessment, we consider well-known andmost frequently used as
well as recent fusion metrics. These metrics can inspect and quantify the effectiveness
of a fusion algorithm in possible ways.

Quantitative analysis of various datasets is tabulated in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. For
this, average fusion metric values are calculated over all datasets of that particular
class. For example, the quantitative results of various fusion algorithms for multi-
exposure imaging are calculated over 8 image datasets (Fig. 6a) as displayed in Table 1.
Similarly, quantitative results of remaining multi-focus, medical, remote sensing, VI-
IR datasets are presented in Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

Table 1 Quantitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for multi-focus datasets

Method AG FS CC SF Q0 VIF

GFF 9.237024 1.937163 0.974 18.25782 0.841501 0.922087

GFS 9.204458 1.942676 0.974373 16.29798 0.833828 0.91236

MGF 10.85881 1.98493 0.97828 18.71182 0.86322 0.96927

Table 2 Quantitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for Multi-exposure datasets

Method AG FS CC SF Q0 VIF

GFF 12.71254 1.73288 0.617496 25.64845 0.620965 0.80098

GFS 14.265 1.739333 0.423285 24.911 0.605413 0.73196

MGF 15.83335 1.82717 0.80826 27.06536 0.67147 0.883

Table 3 Quantitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for Medical datasets

Method AG FS CC SF Q0 VIF

GFF 11.51847 1.879605 0.85209 21.64628 0.49133 0.546469

GFS 11.31004 1.877259 0.830096 23.32347 0.466835 0.523823

MGF 12.53311 1.9277 0.859475 24.45315 0.513425 0.660813
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Table 4 Quantitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for Remote sensing datasets

Method AG FS CC SF Q0 VIF

GFF 15.97062 1.82572 0.70915 23.42539 0.632445 0.50247

GFS 17.47344 1.88976 0.68393 24.47569 0.606423 0.51303

MGF 19.00531 1.94914 0.76935 27.98636 0.66806 0.84708

Table 5 Quantitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for VI-IR datasets

Method AG FS CC SF Q0 VIF

GFF 7.222273 1.75501 0.55964 10.36962 0.60033 0.37052

GFS 8.147 1.83714 0.52841 9.78957 0.47797 0.42032

MGF 8.73423 1.87724 0.64218 11.92994 0.643345 0.75721

As discussed in Sect. 5, an algorithm with the highest fusion metric values yields
better performance. As shown in Table 1, for the multi-focus dataset, AG� 10.85881,
FS � 1.98493, CC � 0.97828, SF � 18.71182, Q0 � 0.86322, and VIF � 0.96927
metric values of the proposed method are higher than the GFF and GFS methods. In
the same way, AG � 15.83335, FS � 1.82717, CC � 0.80826, SF � 27.06536, Q0 �
0.67147, and VIF � 0.883 metric values of the MGF are higher than the remaining
methods for the multi-exposure dataset. Similarly, quantitative analysis for remaining
medical (Table 3), remote sensing (Table 4) and VI-IR (Table 5) datasets can also be
done. From the quantitative analysis, it is obvious that the proposed MGF algorithm
performance is superior.

iii. Run time

The run time analysis of various fusion algorithms is shown in Fig. 12. They are
calculated by taking the average over datasets of an identical class. Run time of GFF,
GFS and MGF is 0.8836, 5.795 and 0.4822 s, respectively, for multi-exposure class.
We can see that the run time of the GFS is huge compared to GFF and MGF. This
is due to that the fusion rule employed in GFS is based on statistical properties of
the neighborhood. However, it can be observed that the proposed MGF algorithm is
approximately two times faster than the GFF. Similarly, for other classes as well, MGF
algorithm is yielding results quickly when compared to GFF and GFS.

5.2.2 Video Analysis

The visual analysis is done on two co-registered video datasets as shown in Figs. 6,
13 and 14. The first one is a static video in which both VI & IR cameras are fixed and
the target is moving with respect to the time. The dimension of this video dataset is
360×270×32. Here, 360, 270 and 32 represent the width of the frame, the height
of the frame and number of frames, respectively. Due to the space constraint, only
6 random frames (1, 7, 14, 21, 27, 32) of the video are considered for the visual
quality analysis. Figure 13a1–a6, b1–b6 shows VI and IR video frames, respectively.
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Fig. 12 Run time (s) of GFF, GFS and MGF fusion algorithms for multi-exposure, multi-focus, medical,
remote sensing and visual surveillance datasets

Fig. 13 Qualitative analysis of various fusion algorithms for static video dataset. Six random image frames
(1, 7, 14, 21, 27, 32) of the video are considered for visual quality analysis. a1–a6 VI video frames; b1–b6
IR Video frames; c1–c6 Fused results of GFF; d1–d6 Fused results of GFS; e1–e6 Fused results of MGF

Similarly, Fig. 13c1–c6, d1–d6, e1–e6 illustrates the fusion results of GFF, GFS, and
MGF methods.

VI video frames convey information such as fencing, building, trees, and path about
the battlefield. IR or thermal video frames convey information about a person moving
near the fencing. Almost in all frames, the scene is identical since cameras are static.

For better understanding of the scene and localization of the person in the battlefield,
both visual and thermal image information has to be combined. Figure 13c1–c6 is
fused frames of the GFF algorithm. We can observe that GFF is not able to integrate
visible information well into the fused video. For example, information about trees,
fencing and battlefield ismissing in the resultant video. Figure 13d1–d6 is fused images
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Fig. 14 Qualitative analysis of various algorithms for dynamic video dataset. Seven random image frames
(1, 26, 52, 78, 104, 130 157) are considered for analysis. a1–a7 VI video frames; b1–b7 IR video frames;
c1–c7 fused results of GFF; d1–d7 Fused results of GFS; e1–e6 Fused results of MGF

of the GFS. From these video frames, it is evident that resultant video is suffering
from artifacts and loss of source information. Figure 13e1–e6 represnts fused image
sequence of the MGF. From the sequence, it is clear that MGF method is able to
integrate all the battlefield and person informationwith fewer fusion artifacts compared
to GFF and GFS.

The second dataset is a dynamic video in which both target and cameras are mov-
ing. Here, the observing scene is varying from right to left with respect to time. The
dimension of the second video dataset is 252×240×157. Seven random frames (1,
26, 52, 78, 104, 140 157) are considered for visual quality analysis. Figure 14a1–a7
shows VI video frames. Figure 14b1–b7 displays image frames of IR video. Simi-
larly, Fig. 14c1–c7, d1–d7, e1–e7 illustrates fusion results of GFF, GFS, and MGF,
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 14a1–a7, VI video frames convey information such as mountain,
fog, and water. IR or thermal video frames (Fig. 14b1–b7) mainly provide information
about ship and aircraft which are not able to captured using VI camera. Both VI and
IR image sequences are providing complementary information. For better detection
and localization of vehicles in the scene, both VI and IR image information has to be
combined. Figure 14c1–c7 is fused frames of VI and IR videos using GFF algorithm.

From results, it is clear that GFF is not able to combine all the VI and IR information
into the fused video. For example, fog, vehicles and water information is not clear in
the resultant video. Figure 14d1–d7 is fused image frames of the GFS method. Even
though GFS is able to combine VI and IR information, unnecessary information or
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artifacts are introduced into the resultant sequence. Figure 14e1–e7 is the fused image
sequence of the MGF. We can observe that the proposed method is able to integrate
both fog and vehicle information into the fused image sequence with fewer artifacts
compared to GFF and GFS.

5.2.3 Image and Video Contrast Enhancement

In some scenarios, even if the fusion algorithm is transferring the required informa-
tion of source images into the fused image, details may not be highlighted properly
due to the poor contrast. To emphasize the contrast of the fused images further, we
explored the state-of-the-art contrast enhancement algorithms.We considered promis-
ing and reliable contrast enhancement techniques based on histogram equalization
(HE) for this purpose. They are HE [13], bi-histogram equalization (BHE) [22],
recursively separated histogram equalization based onmean (RMSHE) [8], parametri-
cally bi–bi-histogram equalization with variable enhancement degree (BBHEwVED)
[28], recursively separated weighted histogram equalization (RSWHE) [23] and
contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) [45]. For all the contrast
enhancement methods mentioned above, default parameter settings are considered
for the experimentation. These enhancement algorithms are implemented; the visual
quality analysis of 10 image datasets and one video dataset is presented in Figs. 15 and
16. Source image 1 and source image 2 are displayed in Fig. 15a (first column) and b
(second column). MGF fused images are shown in Fig. 15c (third column). Contrast
enhancement results of MGF fused images using HE, BHE, RMSHE, BBHEwVED,
RSWHE, and CLAHE algorithms are displayed in Fig. 15d–i, respectively. As shown
in Fig. 15d, HE is increasing the contrast of fused images. But HE is also enhanc-
ing the noise. Furthermore, it is making dark areas more dark and bright areas even
more bright. BHE is designed to enhance the image while reducing the noise and
preserving the mean brightness value. However, this method is smoothing the out-
put image without enhancing the darker regions as displayed in Fig. 15e. RMSHE
method needs many recursive steps for processing and generating the output. More-
over, fused images (Fig. 15f) are not enhanced much. Contrast-enhanced images of
BBHEwVED are shown in Fig. 15g. It is clear from the results that this method is
introducing some artifacts. Added to this, bright regions look much brighter due to the
tone saturation. RSWHE is giving visually better results (Fig. 15h), but dark regions
need to be enhanced further. Conversely, CLAHE is providing visually qualitative
results compared to remaining methods as shown in Fig. 15i. By examining various
images and video datasets, we found that CLAHE is the best choice for image and
video enhancement if we wish to enhance the fusion results of the MGF algorithm
further. From the visual quality analysis (Figs. 15, 16), we infer that the MGF method
with the combination of CLAHE provides superior visual quality for both images and
videos.
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Fig. 15 Comparison of visual quality of various contrast enhancement algorithms: a Source image 1;
b Source image 2; cMGF fused image; d Resultant image after applying HE on (c); e Resultant image after
applying BHE on (c); f Resultant image after applying RMSHE on (c); g Resultant image after applying
BBHEwVED on (c); h Resultant image after applying RSWHE on (c); i Resultant image after applying
CLAHE on (c)

6 Conclusion

A fast, efficient, general-purpose image and video fusion method is proposed. A new
VSD algorithm is also developed. This VSD algorithm can extract visual saliency of
the whole scene from the individual source images. The main contributions of this
work are as follows:
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Fig. 16 Qualitative analysis of video enhancement results for fire dataset. Random image frames (1, 6, 12,
18, 24, 28) are considered for analysis. a1–a6 VI video frames; b1–b6 IR video frames; c1–c6 Fused
video frames using the proposed MGF algorithm; d1–d6 Contrast-enhanced results after applying CLAHE
algorithm on (c1–c6)

• MGF method is easy to implement since it requires only GF in multi-scale decom-
positionmode. However, existing fusionmethods based on GFmay need other tools
such as filters or transform techniques.

• The proposed method utilizes detail layer information for the saliency extraction
and weight map construction process. However, current GF-based methods depend
on other techniques such as saliency detection or edge extraction techniques for
weight map construction.

• Proposed MGF is verified on 50 image datasets and 3 video datasets. The results
demonstrated clearly that this method is fast and efficient.

Many authors [10, 32, 39] recommended and suggested that object recognition [32],
classification [10] and visual tracking [39, 40] performance will be improved if one
uses fused results instead of individual VI and IR videos. We would like to subject
our research in these directions.
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